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International Association of Engineers (IAENG), a non-profit international association for the engineers
and the computer scientists. The IMECS 2015 takes place in The Royal Garden Hotel, Kowloon, Hong
Kong, 18-20 March, 2015.
The focus of our conference is on the frontier topics in the theoretical and applied engineering and
computer science subjects. The IMECS conferences have been serving as good platforms for our
members and the entire engineering community to meet with each other and to exchange ideas. The
conferences have also stroke a balance between theoretical and application development.
Our IMECS 2015 has been organized with conference committees that have been formed with over
three hundred committee members who are mainly research center heads, faculty deans, department
heads, professors, and research scientists from over 30 countries. The conferences are truly international
meetings with a high level of participation from many countries.
The response that we have received for the multiconference is excellent. The IMECS 2015 has attracted
more than six hundred participants from over 50 countries. All submitted papers have gone through the
peer review process. The summary of submissions and accepted papers in IMECS 2015 is as followed:
total number of submissions reviewed: 617; total number of accepted papers: 313. And the overall
acceptance rate in our multiconference is 50.73%.
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The 2015 IAENG International Conference on Artificial Intelligence and Applications
Air Conditioning Control System Learning Sensory Scale Based on Reinforcement Learning
Yohei Yamaguchi, Noritaka Shigei, and Hiromi Miyajima
Proceedings of The International MultiConference of Engineers and Computer Scientists 2015, pp1-6 [Online Full Text]
Yohei Yamaguchi, Noritaka Shigei, and Hiromi Miyajima, "Air Conditioning Control System Learning Sensory Scale Based on Reinforcement Learning," Lecture Notes in
Engineering and Computer Science: Proceedings of The International MultiConference of Engineers and Computer Scientists 2015, 18-20 March, 2015, Hong Kong, pp1-6
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L.J. Herrera, V. Lafuente, R Ghinea, M.M Perez, I. Negueruela, H. Pomares, I. Rojas, and A. Guillen, "Mutual Information-based Feature Selection in Spectrometric Data for
Agriculture Applications," Lecture Notes in Engineering and Computer Science: Proceedings of The International MultiConference of Engineers and Computer Scientists 2015,
18-20 March, 2015, Hong Kong, pp7-13
 
A Comparative Study on CT Image Segmentation Using FCM-based Clustering Methods
Chih-Hung Wu, Xian-Ren Lo, and Chen-Sen Ouyang
Proceedings of The International MultiConference of Engineers and Computer Scientists 2015, pp14-18 [Online Full Text]
Chih-Hung Wu, Xian-Ren Lo, and Chen-Sen Ouyang, "A Comparative Study on CT Image Segmentation Using FCM-based Clustering Methods," Lecture Notes in Engineering
and Computer Science: Proceedings of The International MultiConference of Engineers and Computer Scientists 2015, 18-20 March, 2015, Hong Kong, pp14-18
 
Establishing Relationships between Emotion Taxonomies Using the Vector Space Model
Lei Duan, Satoshi Oyama, Masahito Kurihara, and Haruhiko Sato
Proceedings of The International MultiConference of Engineers and Computer Scientists 2015, pp19-24 [Online Full Text]
Lei Duan, Satoshi Oyama, Masahito Kurihara, and Haruhiko Sato, "Establishing Relationships between Emotion Taxonomies Using the Vector Space Model," Lecture Notes in
Engineering and Computer Science: Proceedings of The International MultiConference of Engineers and Computer Scientists 2015, 18-20 March, 2015, Hong Kong, pp19-24
 
Time Series Forecasting of Energy Commodity using Grey Wolf Optimizer
Yuhanis Yusof, and Zuriani Mustaffa
Proceedings of The International MultiConference of Engineers and Computer Scientists 2015, pp25-30 [Online Full Text]
Yuhanis Yusof, and Zuriani Mustaffa, "Time Series Forecasting of Energy Commodity using Grey Wolf Optimizer," Lecture Notes in Engineering and Computer Science:
Proceedings of The International MultiConference of Engineers and Computer Scientists 2015, 18-20 March, 2015, Hong Kong, pp25-30
 
Music Recommender System Using a Forehead-mounted Electrical Potential Monitoring Device to Classify Mental States
Sungri Chong, Ryosuke Yamanishi, Yasuhiro Tsubo, Haruo Sakuma, and Kyoji Kawagoe
Proceedings of The International MultiConference of Engineers and Computer Scientists 2015, pp31-35 [Online Full Text]
Sungri Chong, Ryosuke Yamanishi, Yasuhiro Tsubo, Haruo Sakuma, and Kyoji Kawagoe, "Music Recommender System Using a Forehead-mounted Electrical Potential
Monitoring Device to Classify Mental States," Lecture Notes in Engineering and Computer Science: Proceedings of The International MultiConference of Engineers and
Computer Scientists 2015, 18-20 March, 2015, Hong Kong, pp31-35
 
Evaluation of Sine-Based Chaotic Strategy for Adapting Inertia Weight of Particle Swarm Optimization
Yu-Huei Cheng
Proceedings of The International MultiConference of Engineers and Computer Scientists 2015, pp36-40 [Online Full Text]
Yu-Huei Cheng, "Evaluation of Sine-Based Chaotic Strategy for Adapting Inertia Weight of Particle Swarm Optimization," Lecture Notes in Engineering and Computer Science:
Proceedings of The International MultiConference of Engineers and Computer Scientists 2015, 18-20 March, 2015, Hong Kong, pp36-40
 
A New Method for Marshaling of Freight Train with Generalization Capability Based on the Processing Time
Yoichi Hirashima
Proceedings of The International MultiConference of Engineers and Computer Scientists 2015, pp41-46 [Online Full Text]
Yoichi Hirashima, "A New Method for Marshaling of Freight Train with Generalization Capability Based on the Processing Time," Lecture Notes in Engineering and Computer
Science: Proceedings of The International MultiConference of Engineers and Computer Scientists 2015, 18-20 March, 2015, Hong Kong, pp41-46
 
A Novel Approach for Classification of Congestive Heart Failure Using Relatively Short-term ECG Waveforms and SVM
Classifier
Ken Ying-Kai Liao, Chuang-Chien Chiu, and Shoou-Jeng Yeh
Proceedings of The International MultiConference of Engineers and Computer Scientists 2015, pp47-50 [Online Full Text]
Ken Ying-Kai Liao, Chuang-Chien Chiu, and Shoou-Jeng Yeh, "A Novel Approach for Classification of Congestive Heart Failure Using Relatively Short-term ECG Waveforms
and SVM Classifier," Lecture Notes in Engineering and Computer Science: Proceedings of The International MultiConference of Engineers and Computer Scientists 2015, 18-
20 March, 2015, Hong Kong, pp47-50
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On the Capability of a Fuzzy Inference System with Improved Interpretability
Hirofumi Miyajima, Noritaka Shigei, and Hiromi Miyajima
Proceedings of The International MultiConference of Engineers and Computer Scientists 2015, pp51-56 [Online Full Text]
Hirofumi Miyajima, Noritaka Shigei, and Hiromi Miyajima, "On the Capability of a Fuzzy Inference System with Improved Interpretability," Lecture Notes in Engineering and
Computer Science: Proceedings of The International MultiConference of Engineers and Computer Scientists 2015, 18-20 March, 2015, Hong Kong, pp51-56
 
Forecasting the Prices of TAIEX Options by Using Genetic Programming and Support Vector Regression
Chih-Ming Hsu, Ying-Chi Fu, Yu-Chun Liu, and Chun-Yi Peng
Proceedings of The International MultiConference of Engineers and Computer Scientists 2015, pp57-62 [Online Full Text]
Chih-Ming Hsu, Ying-Chi Fu, Yu-Chun Liu, and Chun-Yi Peng, "Forecasting the Prices of TAIEX Options by Using Genetic Programming and Support Vector Regression,"
Lecture Notes in Engineering and Computer Science: Proceedings of The International MultiConference of Engineers and Computer Scientists 2015, 18-20 March, 2015, Hong
Kong, pp57-62
 
The 2015 IAENG International Conference on Bioinformatics
Identifying Stress-induced and LDL-induced Differentially Expressed Genes in Vascular Smooth Muscle Cells
Chien-Hung Huang, Jin-Shuei Ciou, Shun-Tsung Chen, Ke-Rung Tzeng, Jeffrey J. P. Tsai, Nilubon Kurubanjerdjit, and Ka-Lok Ng
Proceedings of The International MultiConference of Engineers and Computer Scientists 2015, pp63-66 [Online Full Text]
Chien-Hung Huang, Jin-Shuei Ciou, Shun-Tsung Chen, Ke-Rung Tzeng, Jeffrey J. P. Tsai, Nilubon Kurubanjerdjit, and Ka-Lok Ng, "Identifying Stress-induced and LDL-induced
Differentially Expressed Genes in Vascular Smooth Muscle Cells," Lecture Notes in Engineering and Computer Science: Proceedings of The International MultiConference of
Engineers and Computer Scientists 2015, 18-20 March, 2015, Hong Kong, pp63-66
 
Prospective of Medical Cost for Diabetes Mellitus for Sex and Age Group in Range 2012-2050: Case of Mexico
Dora E. Ledesma-Carrion, Lidia Hernandez-Hernandez, and Maria Teresa Leonor Mucino-Porras
Proceedings of The International MultiConference of Engineers and Computer Scientists 2015, pp67-72 [Online Full Text]
Dora E. Ledesma-Carrion, Lidia Hernandez-Hernandez, and Maria Teresa Leonor Mucino-Porras, "Prospective of Medical Cost for Diabetes Mellitus for Sex and Age Group in
Range 2012-2050: Case of Mexico," Lecture Notes in Engineering and Computer Science: Proceedings of The International MultiConference of Engineers and Computer
Scientists 2015, 18-20 March, 2015, Hong Kong, pp67-72
 
The 2015 IAENG International Conference on Computer Science
A Network-Based Scalability Model for Distributed Real-Time Resource Management
Dominik Meilander, Marcel Lorke, and Sergei Gorlatch
Proceedings of The International MultiConference of Engineers and Computer Scientists 2015, pp73-78 [Online Full Text]
Dominik Meilander, Marcel Lorke, and Sergei Gorlatch, "A Network-Based Scalability Model for Distributed Real-Time Resource Management," Lecture Notes in Engineering
and Computer Science: Proceedings of The International MultiConference of Engineers and Computer Scientists 2015, 18-20 March, 2015, Hong Kong, pp73-78
 
Load Value Prediction Method to Utilize Prediction Miss Bias
Nobuhiro Moriwaki, Lin Meng, and Shigeru Oyanagi
Proceedings of The International MultiConference of Engineers and Computer Scientists 2015, pp79-84 [Online Full Text]
Nobuhiro Moriwaki, Lin Meng, and Shigeru Oyanagi, "Load Value Prediction Method to Utilize Prediction Miss Bias," Lecture Notes in Engineering and Computer Science:
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A New ONU-initiated Doze Mode Energy-saving Mechanism in EPON
AliAkbar Nikoukar, I-Shyan Hwang, Andrew Tanny Liem, and Yu-Min Su
Proceedings of The International MultiConference of Engineers and Computer Scientists 2015, pp85-89 [Online Full Text]
AliAkbar Nikoukar, I-Shyan Hwang, Andrew Tanny Liem, and Yu-Min Su, "A New ONU-initiated Doze Mode Energy-saving Mechanism in EPON," Lecture Notes in Engineering
and Computer Science: Proceedings of The International MultiConference of Engineers and Computer Scientists 2015, 18-20 March, 2015, Hong Kong, pp85-89
 
Wikiaudia: Crowd-sourcing the Production of Audio and Digital Books
Ashwini Venkatesh, Lalitha M. V., Jyothi Narayana, and Kavi Mahesh
Proceedings of The International MultiConference of Engineers and Computer Scientists 2015, pp90-95 [Online Full Text]
Ashwini Venkatesh, Lalitha M. V., Jyothi Narayana, and Kavi Mahesh, "Wikiaudia: Crowd-sourcing the Production of Audio and Digital Books," Lecture Notes in Engineering and
Computer Science: Proceedings of The International MultiConference of Engineers and Computer Scientists 2015, 18-20 March, 2015, Hong Kong, pp90-95
 
Evaluation of a Similarity Search Method for Human Behavior (Extended LDSD)
Zhang Zuo, Hung-Hsuan Huang, and Kyoji Kawagoe
Proceedings of The International MultiConference of Engineers and Computer Scientists 2015, pp96-101 [Online Full Text]
Zhang Zuo, Hung-Hsuan Huang, and Kyoji Kawagoe, "Evaluation of a Similarity Search Method for Human Behavior (Extended LDSD)," Lecture Notes in Engineering and
Computer Science: Proceedings of The International MultiConference of Engineers and Computer Scientists 2015, 18-20 March, 2015, Hong Kong, pp96-101
 
Driving Behavior Analysis Based on Vehicle OBD Information and AdaBoost Algorithms
Shi-Huang Chen, Jeng-Shyang Pan, and Kaixuan Lu
Proceedings of The International MultiConference of Engineers and Computer Scientists 2015, pp102-106 [Online Full Text]
Shi-Huang Chen, Jeng-Shyang Pan, and Kaixuan Lu, "Driving Behavior Analysis Based on Vehicle OBD Information and AdaBoost Algorithms," Lecture Notes in Engineering
and Computer Science: Proceedings of The International MultiConference of Engineers and Computer Scientists 2015, 18-20 March, 2015, Hong Kong, pp102-106
 
Path-overlap Avoidance in Multiple Route Construction for Mobile Relay on WSN
Yogi Anggun Saloko Yudo, Noritaka Shigei, and Hiromi Miyajima
Proceedings of The International MultiConference of Engineers and Computer Scientists 2015, pp107-112 [Online Full Text]
Yogi Anggun Saloko Yudo, Noritaka Shigei, and Hiromi Miyajima, "Path-overlap Avoidance in Multiple Route Construction for Mobile Relay on WSN," Lecture Notes in
Engineering and Computer Science: Proceedings of The International MultiConference of Engineers and Computer Scientists 2015, 18-20 March, 2015, Hong Kong, pp107-112
 
Research in Modeling of Complex Adaptive Petri Net
WANG Jun, and YU Weidong
Proceedings of The International MultiConference of Engineers and Computer Scientists 2015, pp113-117 [Online Full Text]
WANG Jun, and YU Weidong, "Research in Modeling of Complex Adaptive Petri Net," Lecture Notes in Engineering and Computer Science: Proceedings of The International
MultiConference of Engineers and Computer Scientists 2015, 18-20 March, 2015, Hong Kong, pp113-117
 
On Duality Concepts regarding Hypergraphs and Propositional Formulas
Stefan Porschen
Proceedings of The International MultiConference of Engineers and Computer Scientists 2015, pp118-123 [Online Full Text]
Stefan Porschen, "On Duality Concepts regarding Hypergraphs and Propositional Formulas," Lecture Notes in Engineering and Computer Science: Proceedings of The
International MultiConference of Engineers and Computer Scientists 2015, 18-20 March, 2015, Hong Kong, pp118-123
 
Analysis of Vehicle Tracking Maps in Iwate Prefecture Following the 2011 Tohoku Earthquake
Noriaki Endo, and Hayato Komori
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Noriaki Endo, and Hayato Komori, "Analysis of Vehicle Tracking Maps in Iwate Prefecture Following the 2011 Tohoku Earthquake," Lecture Notes in Engineering and Computer
Science: Proceedings of The International MultiConference of Engineers and Computer Scientists 2015, 18-20 March, 2015, Hong Kong, pp124-128
 
Scalable Instruction Set Extension for Dual-field Public-key Cryptosystem
Wang Liao, Meilin Wan, Kui Dai, and Xuecheng Zou
Proceedings of The International MultiConference of Engineers and Computer Scientists 2015, pp129-133 [Online Full Text]
Wang Liao, Meilin Wan, Kui Dai, and Xuecheng Zou, "Scalable Instruction Set Extension for Dual-field Public-key Cryptosystem," Lecture Notes in Engineering and Computer
Science: Proceedings of The International MultiConference of Engineers and Computer Scientists 2015, 18-20 March, 2015, Hong Kong, pp129-133
 
Evaluation of Music Classification Method based on Lyrics of English Songs
Mizuki Furuya, Hung-Hsuan HUANG, and Kyoji Kawagoe
Proceedings of The International MultiConference of Engineers and Computer Scientists 2015, pp134-137 [Online Full Text]
Mizuki Furuya, Hung-Hsuan HUANG, and Kyoji Kawagoe, "Evaluation of Music Classification Method based on Lyrics of English Songs," Lecture Notes in Engineering and
Computer Science: Proceedings of The International MultiConference of Engineers and Computer Scientists 2015, 18-20 March, 2015, Hong Kong, pp134-137
 
Solving the General Two Water Jugs Problem via an Algorithmic Approach
Yiu-Kwong Man
Proceedings of The International MultiConference of Engineers and Computer Scientists 2015, pp138-140 [Online Full Text]
Yiu-Kwong Man, "Solving the General Two Water Jugs Problem via an Algorithmic Approach," Lecture Notes in Engineering and Computer Science: Proceedings of The
International MultiConference of Engineers and Computer Scientists 2015, 18-20 March, 2015, Hong Kong, pp138-140
 
Comprehensive Curriculum of Programming for Engineers, its Teaching Models and in-Lab Monitoring Technique
Mohit Satoskar, and Sagar Mali
Proceedings of The International MultiConference of Engineers and Computer Scientists 2015, pp141-144 [Online Full Text]
Mohit Satoskar, and Sagar Mali, "Comprehensive Curriculum of Programming for Engineers, its Teaching Models and in-Lab Monitoring Technique," Lecture Notes in
Engineering and Computer Science: Proceedings of The International MultiConference of Engineers and Computer Scientists 2015, 18-20 March, 2015, Hong Kong, pp141-144
 
Identifying System Calls Invoked by Malware using Branch Trace Facilities
Yuto Otsuki, Eiji Takimoto, Shoichi Saito, Eric W. Cooper, and Koichi Mouri
Proceedings of The International MultiConference of Engineers and Computer Scientists 2015, pp145-151 [Online Full Text]
Yuto Otsuki, Eiji Takimoto, Shoichi Saito, Eric W. Cooper, and Koichi Mouri, "Identifying System Calls Invoked by Malware using Branch Trace Facilities," Lecture Notes in
Engineering and Computer Science: Proceedings of The International MultiConference of Engineers and Computer Scientists 2015, 18-20 March, 2015, Hong Kong, pp145-151
 
Python Classes for Numerical Solution of PDE's
Asif Mushtaq, Trond Kvamsdal, and Kare Olaussen
Proceedings of The International MultiConference of Engineers and Computer Scientists 2015, pp152-157 [Online Full Text]
Asif Mushtaq, Trond Kvamsdal, and Kare Olaussen, "Python Classes for Numerical Solution of PDE's," Lecture Notes in Engineering and Computer Science: Proceedings of
The International MultiConference of Engineers and Computer Scientists 2015, 18-20 March, 2015, Hong Kong, pp152-157
 
Low-cost Bit Permutation Circuit with Concise Configuration Rule
Tianyong Ao, Zhangqing He, Kui Dai, and Xuecheng Zou
Proceedings of The International MultiConference of Engineers and Computer Scientists 2015, pp158-160 [Online Full Text]
Tianyong Ao, Zhangqing He, Kui Dai, and Xuecheng Zou, "Low-cost Bit Permutation Circuit with Concise Configuration Rule," Lecture Notes in Engineering and Computer
Science: Proceedings of The International MultiConference of Engineers and Computer Scientists 2015, 18-20 March, 2015, Hong Kong, pp158-160
 
Sports Play Visualization System for American Football
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Toshihiro Tani, Hung-Hsuan Huang, and Kyoji Kawagoe
Proceedings of The International MultiConference of Engineers and Computer Scientists 2015, pp161-166 [Online Full Text]
Toshihiro Tani, Hung-Hsuan Huang, and Kyoji Kawagoe, "Sports Play Visualization System for American Football," Lecture Notes in Engineering and Computer Science:
Proceedings of The International MultiConference of Engineers and Computer Scientists 2015, 18-20 March, 2015, Hong Kong, pp161-166
 
Application of Language Modelling in Sentiment Analysis for Faculty Comment Evaluation
Ria A. Sagum, Jessiree Grace M. de Vera, Prince John S. Lansang, Danica Sharon R. Narciso, and Jahren K. Respeto
Proceedings of The International MultiConference of Engineers and Computer Scientists 2015, pp167-171 [Online Full Text]
Ria A. Sagum, Jessiree Grace M. de Vera, Prince John S. Lansang, Danica Sharon R. Narciso, and Jahren K. Respeto, "Application of Language Modelling in Sentiment
Analysis for Faculty Comment Evaluation," Lecture Notes in Engineering and Computer Science: Proceedings of The International MultiConference of Engineers and Computer
Scientists 2015, 18-20 March, 2015, Hong Kong, pp167-171
 
AOS: Adaptive Out-of-order Scheduling for Write-caused Interference Reduction in Solid State Disks
Pingguo Li, Fei Wu, You Zhou, Changsheng Xie, and Jiang Yu
Proceedings of The International MultiConference of Engineers and Computer Scientists 2015, pp172-177 [Online Full Text]
Pingguo Li, Fei Wu, You Zhou, Changsheng Xie, and Jiang Yu, "AOS: Adaptive Out-of-order Scheduling for Write-caused Interference Reduction in Solid State Disks," Lecture
Notes in Engineering and Computer Science: Proceedings of The International MultiConference of Engineers and Computer Scientists 2015, 18-20 March, 2015, Hong Kong,
pp172-177
 
Development of a Region-of-Uninterest (ROU) Detection System for Multimedia Applications
Kana MIYAWAKI, Hung-Hsuan HUANG, and Kyoji KAWAGOE
Proceedings of The International MultiConference of Engineers and Computer Scientists 2015, pp178-183 [Online Full Text]
Kana MIYAWAKI, Hung-Hsuan HUANG, and Kyoji KAWAGOE, "Development of a Region-of-Uninterest (ROU) Detection System for Multimedia Applications," Lecture Notes in
Engineering and Computer Science: Proceedings of The International MultiConference of Engineers and Computer Scientists 2015, 18-20 March, 2015, Hong Kong, pp178-183
 
Architectural Design for Allocation, Storage and Retrieval of Distributed Multimedia Data
Nithya K, and B. Vijayakumar
Proceedings of The International MultiConference of Engineers and Computer Scientists 2015, pp184-188 [Online Full Text]
Nithya K, and B. Vijayakumar, "Architectural Design for Allocation, Storage and Retrieval of Distributed Multimedia Data," Lecture Notes in Engineering and Computer Science:
Proceedings of The International MultiConference of Engineers and Computer Scientists 2015, 18-20 March, 2015, Hong Kong, pp184-188
 
An Exploratory Study in Displaying Interactive Car Catalogue System on Multi-Touch Tabletop
Suziah Sulaiman, Dayang Rohaya Awang Rambli, Shanggar Mathawan, and Ahsanullah Abro
Proceedings of The International MultiConference of Engineers and Computer Scientists 2015, pp189-194 [Online Full Text]
Suziah Sulaiman, Dayang Rohaya Awang Rambli, Shanggar Mathawan, and Ahsanullah Abro, "An Exploratory Study in Displaying Interactive Car Catalogue System on Multi-
Touch Tabletop," Lecture Notes in Engineering and Computer Science: Proceedings of The International MultiConference of Engineers and Computer Scientists 2015, 18-20
March, 2015, Hong Kong, pp189-194
 
Risk Model For Software Development Personnel
Esiefarienrhe Michael Bukohwo
Proceedings of The International MultiConference of Engineers and Computer Scientists 2015, pp195-200 [Online Full Text]
Esiefarienrhe Michael Bukohwo, "Risk Model For Software Development Personnel," Lecture Notes in Engineering and Computer Science: Proceedings of The International
MultiConference of Engineers and Computer Scientists 2015, 18-20 March, 2015, Hong Kong, pp195-200
 
An Efficient Implementation of Multi-Context Algebraic Reasoning System with Lazy Evaluation
ChengCheng Ji, Haruhiko Sato, and Masahito Kurihara
Proceedings of The International MultiConference of Engineers and Computer Scientists 2015, pp201-205 [Online Full Text]
ChengCheng Ji, Haruhiko Sato, and Masahito Kurihara, "An Efficient Implementation of Multi-Context Algebraic Reasoning System with Lazy Evaluation," Lecture Notes in
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A Python Class for Higher-Dimensional Schrodinger Equations
Amna Noreen, and Kare Olaussen
Proceedings of The International MultiConference of Engineers and Computer Scientists 2015, pp206-211 [Online Full Text]
Amna Noreen, and Kare Olaussen, "A Python Class for Higher-Dimensional Schrodinger Equations," Lecture Notes in Engineering and Computer Science: Proceedings of The
International MultiConference of Engineers and Computer Scientists 2015, 18-20 March, 2015, Hong Kong, pp206-211
 
Modified A-LTK: Improvement of a Multi-dimensional Time Series Classification Method
Yu Fang, Hung-Hsuan Huang, and Kyoji Kawagoe
Proceedings of The International MultiConference of Engineers and Computer Scientists 2015, pp212-216 [Online Full Text]
Yu Fang, Hung-Hsuan Huang, and Kyoji Kawagoe, "Modified A-LTK: Improvement of a Multi-dimensional Time Series Classification Method," Lecture Notes in Engineering and
Computer Science: Proceedings of The International MultiConference of Engineers and Computer Scientists 2015, 18-20 March, 2015, Hong Kong, pp212-216
 
The 2015 IAENG International Conference on Control and Automation
Remarks on Solving Algebraic Riccati Matrix Equations using a Hopfield Neural Network and Application to Optimal
Control Problems
Kazuhiko Takahashi, Sakie Sakae, and Masafumi Hashimoto
Proceedings of The International MultiConference of Engineers and Computer Scientists 2015, pp217-220 [Online Full Text]
Kazuhiko Takahashi, Sakie Sakae, and Masafumi Hashimoto, "Remarks on Solving Algebraic Riccati Matrix Equations using a Hopfield Neural Network and Application to
Optimal Control Problems," Lecture Notes in Engineering and Computer Science: Proceedings of The International MultiConference of Engineers and Computer Scientists
2015, 18-20 March, 2015, Hong Kong, pp217-220
 
A PLC-Based Adaptive Control of Superheated Steam Treatment System (SSTS) for Stabilized Brown Rice (SBR)
Dominic S. Guevarra, Joein L. Luces, Renann G. Baldovino, and Melvin L. Vista
Proceedings of The International MultiConference of Engineers and Computer Scientists 2015, pp221-225 [Online Full Text]
Dominic S. Guevarra, Joein L. Luces, Renann G. Baldovino, and Melvin L. Vista, "A PLC-Based Adaptive Control of Superheated Steam Treatment System (SSTS) for Stabilized
Brown Rice (SBR)," Lecture Notes in Engineering and Computer Science: Proceedings of The International MultiConference of Engineers and Computer Scientists 2015, 18-20
March, 2015, Hong Kong, pp221-225
 
Implementation of Self-Tuning Fuzzy PI Controller on DCS for Flow Control System
K. Assawathanatorn, K. Anuntahirunrat, and S. Chitwong
Proceedings of The International MultiConference of Engineers and Computer Scientists 2015, pp226-230 [Online Full Text]
K. Assawathanatorn, K. Anuntahirunrat, and S. Chitwong, "Implementation of Self-Tuning Fuzzy PI Controller on DCS for Flow Control System," Lecture Notes in Engineering
and Computer Science: Proceedings of The International MultiConference of Engineers and Computer Scientists 2015, 18-20 March, 2015, Hong Kong, pp226-230
 
Variation of Air Circulating Velocity in Thermal Drying Oven to Reduce Energy Loss
Patsarawan Lipikanjanakul, and Paisan Kittisupakorn
Proceedings of The International MultiConference of Engineers and Computer Scientists 2015, pp231-236 [Online Full Text]
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Computer Science: Proceedings of The International MultiConference of Engineers and Computer Scientists 2015, 18-20 March, 2015, Hong Kong, pp231-236
 
Real-Time Implementation of a Power Series Based Nonlinear Controller for the Balance of a Single Inverted Pendulum
Emese Kennedy, and Hien Tran
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Engineering and Computer Science: Proceedings of The International MultiConference of Engineers and Computer Scientists 2015, 18-20 March, 2015, Hong Kong, pp237-241
 
A PC-Based Controller for the Computer Numerically-Controlled (CNC) LASER Machine
Jayson P. Rogelio, and Renann G. Baldovino
Proceedings of The International MultiConference of Engineers and Computer Scientists 2015, pp242-247 [Online Full Text]
Jayson P. Rogelio, and Renann G. Baldovino, "A PC-Based Controller for the Computer Numerically-Controlled (CNC) LASER Machine," Lecture Notes in Engineering and
Computer Science: Proceedings of The International MultiConference of Engineers and Computer Scientists 2015, 18-20 March, 2015, Hong Kong, pp242-247
 
Research in Virtual Cotton Spinning Process based on CAPN
Wang Jun, Feng Guanghui, and Yu Weidong
Proceedings of The International MultiConference of Engineers and Computer Scientists 2015, pp248-252 [Online Full Text]
Wang Jun, Feng Guanghui, and Yu Weidong, "Research in Virtual Cotton Spinning Process based on CAPN," Lecture Notes in Engineering and Computer Science:
Proceedings of The International MultiConference of Engineers and Computer Scientists 2015, 18-20 March, 2015, Hong Kong, pp248-252
 
Performance of a Variable Speed of the Split Unit Air Conditioning System using Fuzzy Logic Controller
Henry N., Afiq A. Dahlan, Affandi M. Nasib, Azhar A. Aziz, and Sumeru
Proceedings of The International MultiConference of Engineers and Computer Scientists 2015, pp253-257 [Online Full Text]
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Study of Reaction Temperature and Sulfur Dioxide Feed Rate in the Sulfur Iodine Production Cycle Reactions
Warunee Chankerd, Paisan Kittisupakorn, and Iqbal Mohammed Mujtaba
Proceedings of The International MultiConference of Engineers and Computer Scientists 2015, pp258-262 [Online Full Text]
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International Association of Engineers
  
Abstract—CV Citra Dragon as one of the medium 
agricultural machine industry in West Sumatra has a plan to 
relocate the existing plant to meet customer demand each year. 
Production capacity enhancement and plant relocation will  
change the layout of the plant; therefore need to design of 
facility layout of CV Citra Dragon. By applying Group 
Technology Layout, design of production layout becomes first 
step in this research. The initial step is using the Average 
Linkage Clustering (ALC) and Rank Order Clustering (ROC) 
to group the machines and part family. To design the layout, 
Modified Spanning Tree (MST) is used. Next step is, to design 
layout of warehouses, offices and other production facilities. 
Activity Relationship Chart methods used to organize the 
placement of factory facilities has been designed. Based on 
processing data, total distance of the displacement of material 
in a single production amounted to 1120.16 m which means 
need 18.7 minutes of transportation time for one time 
production. Agricultural Machinery Industry has designed a 
circular flow pattern with 11 facilities. The facilities were 
designed consist of 10 rooms and 1 parking space. The wide of 
plant building is 84 m x 52 m. 
Keywords—Facility Layout, Average Linkage Clustering, 
Activity Relationship Chart, Modified Spanning Tree, Rank 
Order Clustering 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
NDONESIA is an agricultural country which are 39.96 
million people in Indonesia are working in the 
agricultural sector (Central Bureau of Statistics, February 
2013). To improve the efficiency and productivity of 
agriculture, some tools and machines are used. Tools and 
agricultural machine (alsintan) are tools that used in 
agribusiness activities. Alsintan used to transform traditional 
farming systems which are still use manual equipment into 
modern agriculture which use machine.  
Alsintan production in Indonesia is currently supplied 
from domestic and imports from Korea, Taiwan and China. 
There are 21 agricultural machinery industries in Indonesia, 
such as CV Karya Hidup Sentosa in Yogyakarta, PT 
Agrindo in East Java, and PT Yamindo in South Sulawesi. 
West Sumatra, Yogyakarta, and East Java became the 
pioneer in the agricultural machinery industry (alsintan’s 
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industry). Based on data from CV Nugraha Chakti 
Consultant in 2012, West Sumatera has 98 alsintan’s 
industry, but they are still small and medium industries. 
From 98 industries, that are 74% of household industries, 
22% of small industries and 4% are medium industries. CV 
Citra Dragon in Padang Pariaman and CV Sarana Agro 
Payakumbuh Cherry are medium industries of alsintan in 
West Sumatra.  
 There are several alsintan products frequently utilized by 
farmers in West Sumatra from alsintan industry. 
Agricultural tractors, power thresher, rice milling units, and 
potato grater are product that widely used in West Sumatra. 
According to CV Nugraha Chakti Consultant [2], until 2012 
the use of four types of alsintan are as follows: agricultural 
tractors as many as 9,210 units, power thresher as many as 
6,197 units, rice milling units as many as 4,146 units and 
potato grater as many 2,908 units.  
 Based on data, only potato grater can meet the consumer 
demand, whereas rice milling around 46% can meet the 
demand. The most commonly products used such as 
agricultural tractors and power thresher still shortage of 
60% and 56%. Based on these data it can be concluded that 
alsintan industry in West Sumatra has been unable to meet 
all requirement the needs of existing alsintan in West 
Sumatera.  To solve that problem, alsintan’s industry in 
West Sumatera must increase of the production capacity. 
And it means that alsintan’s industry must have wide plant. 
 CV Citra Dragon which is one of the alsintan’s industries 
in West Sumatera has planned to relocate the existing plant. 
According to management, production capacity of the CV 
Citra Dragon’s Factory is located on Sungai Sarik currently 
has a capacity that is still relatively small at less than 2,000 
units per year. The main products of this Factory are hydro 
tiller and power thresher with capacity production of hydro 
tiller is 3 units per day and power thresher is 2 units per day. 
Therefore, CV Citra Dragon will increase production 
capacity for both of these products at the factory to be built.  
 Based on the performance indicators of CV Nugraha 
Chakti Consultant, CV Citra Dragon must reach the 
production target to meet the requirement hydro tiller and 
power thresher in West Sumatra is 2,000 units. In addition 
to produce power thresher and hydro tiller, the management 
must plan to design the factory that can produce agricultural 
machinery. CV Citra Dragon has new location for 
establishment of its new factory which has 70,000 m2 areas. 
Trisiafitri [7] has conducted research studies on the 
feasibility of establishing an alsintan factory on this area and 
concluded that this area is suitable for establishment of a 
new factory of CV Citra Dragon.   
Based on the existing background, it is necessary to 
design a new factory for CV Citra Dragon that would 
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 become one of the large industries in the agricultural 
machinery industry in West Sumatera. 
II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
The design of the facility layout is the arrangement of the 
physical elements of the facility in order to achieve certain 
goals. There are four different types of layouts that are 
commonly applied in the design of classic layout which are 
fixed layout, product layout, process layout and group 
technology layout [3]. This layout is based on the 
application of the production process, production capacity 
and market response to the company. Along with the 
development of facility layout designers today prefer factory 
to combine the existing layout in order to gain the 
advantages of each layout. One type of layout that’s often 
used today is the group technology layout that implements a 
cellular manufacturing system.  
 Cellular Manufacturing System is an application of 
Group Technology (GT), which involves grouping, based 
on machine components manufacturing and allocation of 
part families that have the same shape or processes to 
machine cells. Advantages of Cellular Manufacturing 
System is the system performance in terms of time for 
material handling is reduced, reduction of production time, 
reduction in setup time, the ideal batch size, reduction of 
work in progress, faster delivery time, high machine 
utilization, fewer workers, the quality is maintained and the 
reduction of floor space requirements [6].  
 Planning the number of machines is one of the first steps 
in designing the layout of the facility after the plant 
production capacity planning. Planning this machine is 
based on the time available and the production process of 
production targets. The number of machines required 
depending on production plans, production targets, 
production capacity, and production time required.  
 In calculating the number of machines, operations that 
use similar machines are grouped, with variable operating 
time, set-up time, and the operation of the production target. 
Thus the calculation of the amount of machining 
requirements can be formulated in equation 1 [6]: 
EHR
SQF                                           (1) 
Where:  
F = Number of machines required (units)  
S = Processing time per operation per component (sec)  
Q = Output per operation per day (units / sec)  
E = Efficiency of the engine  
H = Number of machine time available per day (seconds)  
R = Reliability engine 
 The grouping of machine cells and part family is the most 
important thing in a cellular manufacturing system. 
Independent machine cells are expected in machine cell 
grouping. There are several methods in machine cell 
grouping including clustering method and the method of 
rank order clustering.  
 Clustering methods (clustering) is a technique that is used 
in multivariate statistics for the incorporation of 
observations into groups or clusters. The goal is to group 
observations in such a way so that each cluster strived to 
become more homogeneous cluster variables. In general, 
clustering procedure based on a very well-known similarity 
consists of three techniques, namely [3]:  
1 Single Linkage Clustering (SLC)  
 Input for SLC technique can be distance (distance) or 
similarity (similarities) between pairs of objects. The group 
was formed through the merger of individual entities nearest 
neighbors is the smallest distance or largest similarity. For 
starters must be found is the distance in D = (dij) and 
combining objects that relate, for example U and V to 
obtain the cluster (UV) and each cluster W can be calculated 
as follows:  
d (UV)W = min { d UW, d VW }                    (2)  
 
2 Complete Linkage Clustering (CLC)  
 CLC can be said to have the same meaning as SLC but 
with an important exception that each stage of the distance 
(dissimilarity) between clusters is determined by the 
distance or similarity between the two elements is the 
furthest (most distant). CLC guarantee that all items in a 
cluster are within the maximum or minimum resemblance to 
each other. Beginning to be discovered is the minimum 
distance D = {dij} and combining related objects, eg U and 
V to obtain the cluster (UV) and each cluster W can be 
calculated as follows:  
 
d(UV)W = max {dUW, dVW}                         (3)  
  
3 Averages Linkage Clustering (ALC)  
ALC treat the distance between two clusters as the average 
between all pairs of items where one member of a pair to 
each cluster. ALC works starts from the search distance 
matrix D = {dij} to find the most similar objects, such as U 
and V. These objects are combined to form a cluster (UV) 
with the following formula:  
NwuvN
dik
wuvd ki )()(


                             (4)       
                                     
 
 ROC algorithm developed by King in 1980 [6]. ROC is a 
clustering technique that is known to be quite simple, 
efficient and effective. This technique was quick in drawing 
conclusions cell grouping machines and parts family. The 
ROC technique requires input in the form of binary numbers 
(0 or 1). ROC algorithm steps are as follows [6]:  
Step 1; to rows m = 1, 2 ..., M; calculate the equivalent 
weight matrix binary cm through the engine and 
components. The formula to calculate the equivalent weight 
as follows: 
cm =  (   (5) 
Step 2 For the column p = 1, 2,..., P; calculate the equivalent 
weight of a binary matrix rp through the engine and 
components. The formula to calculate the equivalent weight 
as follows: 
rp =  (   (6) 
Step 3: If the results of the component machines matrix 
iteration process does not change again, then stop the 
iteration process.  
 In designing the layout of the facility, there are two 
methods in the layout and the method of quantitative and 
qualitative methods. There are various methods of 
quantitative methods modified one spanning tree (MST). 
Modified spanning tree (MST) is a method for determining 
the order of the facility. The input of this method is to chart 
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 the data from symmetric and length of the facility. 
Completion of the steps of this method as follows:  
 1. Give the flow matrix [fij], clearance matrix [dij], and the 
length Li machine. Then, calculate the weighting matrix 
fij proximity with the formula = (fij) [dij + 1/2 (Li + 
Lj)].  
 2. Find the largest element in the matrix weights and 
denote closeness as a couple i * and j*. Settle fi * j = fj * 
i = - ∞.  
 3. Find the largest element and f¬¬j fi * k * i in row i * j * 
of weights proximity matrix. If fi ≥ fj * k * i, then 
connect to the i * k, move row i *, i * columns of matrix 
nearness; and set i * = k. Further, connect l to j * of 
weights proximity matrix and set j * = l. Settle fi * j = fj 
* i = -∞.  
 4. Repeat step 3 for the entire facility.  
 One method that is often used is qualitative Activity 
Relationship Chart (ARC). Activity Relationship Chart is 
designing the layout of a manufacturing facility using 
qualitative techniques. ARC showed the close relationship 
between facilities. In assessing the relationship between the 
levels of manufacturing facilities, we need to consider the 
factors that affect the level of relationship among others [3]:  
1. Special demands derived from the specification of 
activities in each department.  
2. The nature or characteristics of the building.  
3. Tread building.  
4. Facility environment.  
5. Expansion 
 While the assessment system in the ARC using the 
following types of letters [3]: 
A =  absolutely necessary adjacent  
E = Very Important adjacent  
I = Important adjacent  
O = No problem  
U = It should be far apart  
X = Absolute apart 
III. METHODOLOGY 
There are some steps being taken in this research i.e. data 
collection, designing the layout of the floor production, 
warehouse design, designing the factory supporting 
facilities layout, and factory layout design.  
 
3.1. Data Collection  
 The data was collected in this study consist of: products 
of CV Citra dragon, production process, bill of materials, 
process sequence, operating time, specification of 
machinery and equipment, working hours, raw materials and 
product dimension. 
 
3.2. Floor Production Layout Design  
 Processes in designing the layout of the floor production 
are as follows:  
1.  Analysis of the production process  
 Analysis of the production process was used to determine 
what layout will be used in the design layout. This analysis 
is based on the production process, how the company 
responds the market and production capacity.  
2. Forming machine cells and part family  
 Forming machine cells and part family in this study is 
based on two methods, which are using Average Linkage 
Clustering (ALC) for first alternative, and using Rank Order 
Clustering (ROC) for second alternative.  
3.  Calculation of machine needed to perform the production 
activities 
 The calculation needs data such as processing time per 
machine, production targets, and availability of processing 
time, the machine efficiency and machine reliability.  
4. Design of independent workstation  
 The design of independent workstations was based on 
operator’s workspace area, space of machinery, and early 
extensive accumulation and last extensive accumulation. 
The sum was multiplied by 150% to obtain the size of an 
independent workstation. 
5. Selection of material handling  
 Types of material handling equipment used are based on 
the type of production process and the size of the material to 
be transported. Material handling truck is type of material 
handling that suitable for use in the production process of 
job shop. Cube truck and hand truck were material handling 
equipment is used. 
6. Design the layout of the floor production  
 Designing the layout of the floor production is divided 
into two kinds, intra cell layout design and inter cell. This 
second layout is based on the data from to chart and the 
length of the independent workstation or cell as an input of 
singlerow.exe software. Method of preparation of layout is 
modified spanning tree. The output of the software is then 
used as the basis for the preparation of the layout of the 
floor production.  
7. Selection of alternative floor production layout  
 Displacement distance measurements were conducted to 
compare alternative layouts on the floor production. The 
layout has good mileage displacement for smaller 
components. Distance measurements were calculated using 
rectilinear. The data required in this measurement is the 
distance from the center point of each facility and the 
frequency of inter-facility transfer components.  
 
3.3. Designing Warehouse  
 Designed warehouse is divided into three types, MFG 
storage, BO storage and finished product warehouse. The 
design is done based on the size of the warehouse storage 
media or stored items and the storage time in the shed.  
 
3.4. Designing Factory Supporting Facility Layout   
 In addition to, the floor production and warehouse 
facilities were also designed several other production 
supports. Designing the layout of the plant support facilities 
based on the needs of the facility. The size of each factory 
facility adjusted based on those needs and standard 
provision made by Apple [1] and removal of goods.  
 
3.5. Design of Plant Layout  
 The design of the overall plant layout used the Activity 
Relationship Chart (ARC). Having obtained the activity 
relationship chart then performed a block design template 
based on the activity relationship chart. Next step is the 
design of allocating area based on block diagram template 
and the size of the facility. The final step is to design the 
layout of a 2D image based on AutoCAD software of 
allocating area diagram. 
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 IV. DISCUSSIONS 
Based on the layout design, it can be analyzed to 
some process design. The analysis can be done is as follows.  
 
4.1 Analysis of Forming machine Cell and Family Part   
  Forming machine cells and part family in this study is 
based on the similarity of the process production of each 
component. Components and machines in the process 
production are transformed in the matrix 0-1. Components 
that have process on a machine will be given by number 1 
while the component that is not processed will be given by 
number 0 in the matrix 0-1. The formation is based on the 
similarity of this process because many similarities in the 
manufacturing process for the alsintan product components 
although the components come from different products.  
 Method of forming machine cell and part family is the 
Rank Order Clustering (ROC) method and Linkage Average 
Clustering (ALC). Both of these methods are equally in 
need of 0-1 matrices as initial input in the formation of 
machine cells and part family. ALC is a method of forming 
machine cell and part family who seek homogeneity of each 
machine cell with the average distance between clusters 
(cells). While the ROC is a method that is based on the 
formation of cell sorting rows and columns equivalent 
weights are obtained from the conversion of a binary 
number in the matrix 0-1. Both of these methods will 
ultimately result in family and arrangement of parts of 
different machines and ALC is as an first alternative and the 
ROC is as second alternative. Based on these two 
alternatives, it can be compared to the best alternatives that 
can be applied as a layout design on the floor production 
factory.  
 Formation of machine cells is using the ALC produces 
for four cells. One cell contains 16 different types of 
machines and process 23 components, two cell consists of 
12 types of machine and process 39 components, three cell 
consists of 9 types of machines and process 52 components 
and four cells consists of 4 machines and process 52 
components. Formation of machine cells using the ROC 
method also produces four cells. One cell contains 13 types 
of machine and process 57 components, two cell consists of 
12 types of machine and process 37 components, three cell 
consists of 7 kinds of machines and process 38 components 
and four cell consists of 8 machines and 34 processing 
components. Judging from the number of cells and the 
number of machines in the cell, it can be concluded that the 
design of the cell formation that is used smaller number of 
larger cells. The design of this type of cell formation is more 
flexible in case of changes in product and component 
design. This is consistent with the strategy that applied 
make the order so if the company changes the product or 
component designs for consumer want, the company will 
meet consumer demand quickly.  
 Good machines cells are machines that are independent 
cells. Independent machine cells are cells that machines can 
process components from the beginning to the end of the 
components manufacture without having exceptional 
element. Exceptional elements are components which 
processed more than one cell. Formation of machine cells in 
both these methods is done by minimizing the number of 
existing exceptional, with no way to duplicate the machine 
processes only one component piece. Formation of machine 
cells with ALC methods produce 3 pieces of exceptional 
components into the component elements 70 H, 103 H and 
14 T. Formation of machine cells with ROC method 
produces 4 pieces of exceptional components into 
component elements, namely 1 H, 70 H, 87 H, and 78 T. in 
terms of the ability of cells in the formation of an 
independent, it can be concluded that the group of cells with 
ALC method is better than the cell formation using ROC.  
 
4.2 Analysis of Alternative Selection Floor Production  
 Designed floor production consists of two alternatives. 
First alternative is derived from the design of the machine 
by using the average cell linkage clustering (ALC), while 
second alternative is derived from the design of the machine 
by using a rank order clustering (ROC). After the machine 
cell formation and floor production layout, then the layout is 
done by comparing the selection of displacement of existing 
material on both alternatives.  
 Distance displacement of material obtained from 
materials mileage that multiplied by the frequency 
displacement. Floor production of first alternative has a size 
of 82 m x 33 m and has a displacement distance of 1120.16 
m while second alternative of the floor production measures 
80 m x 33 m and has a displacement distance of 1291.52 m. 
Although it has a slightly larger size but the distance moved 
by the material on the alternative displacement is smaller 
than the distance of second alternatives that elected an 
alternate layout as the layout of the floor production. 
 Displacement of material is a non-productive activity that 
exists on the floor production. The distance of the farther to 
be traveled displacement of the production process, more 
productive wasted time is wasted in the production 
activities. Assuming the displacement velocity of 1 m / s for 
each material handling, then the displacement distance of 
1120.16 m displacement takes 18.7 minutes to complete one 
alsintan product.  
 
4.3 Analysis of Layout Flexibility  
 One of the advantages of the group technology layout is 
the use of flexible layout in case of change of products. 
Besides produce the main products namely hydro tiller and 
threshers, this factory can also produce other alsintan 
product. Appendix 1 shows the other products that have 
similar alsintan machines in the production process. 
 The similarity of the machines used in the manufacture of 
some alsintan products with hydro tiller products and 
threshers demonstrate the ability to produce alsintan 
products layouts other than the main product. This flexible 
layout capability indicates this layout can still be applicable 
if there is a demand for other products from consumers than 
products hydro tiller and threshers.  
 
4.4 Analysis of Plant Facilities Layout  
 The preparation plant facility layout design is the final 
step after doing a large set of each manufacturing facility 
and activity relationship chart (ARC). End mill layout 
measures 84 mx 52 m, this measurement can be 
implemented with the size of the land owned by CV Citra 
Dragon with size 100 mx 70 m. Therefore, this layout can 
be a factor in the construction of a new factory CV Citra 
Dragon. Based on the results of the ARC, the design needs 
to be brought near absolute floor production with three 
facilities there are MFG storage, BO storage and warehouse. 
This closeness is based on three factors; the sequence of 
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 Product
Machine
1          
2        
3        
4     
5          
6          
7       
8    
9          
10          
11          
12    
13      
14         
15       
16          
17         
18          
19          
20          Compressor
Lathe
Drilling Machine
Folding Palte Machine
Pond Machine
Press Machine
Roll Machine
Planers Machine
Grinding Machine
Screw Machine
Sawing Machine
Cut Grinding Machine
Thresher Reaper Handtractor Hammer 
Mill
Bending Machine
Corn Sheller
Welding Machine
Welding Raft
Mixer
Iron Concrete Cutting Machine
Feed Fish 
machine
Compost 
MachineNo Hydrotiller
Grass 
Choper
Small Scissors Machine
Large Scissors Machine
Cutting Plate Machine
Hand Cutting Plate Machine
work flow, the movement of goods or employee and a 
production support facilities.  
 When viewed as a whole type of material that is 
applied to the flow of this layout is the circular type. This 
type of flow can be seen from the initial movement of the 
material that originated from the MFG storage that went into 
the floor production and around the floor production before 
heading out in the warehouse that has a location adjacent to 
the MFG storage. Incoming material from MFG storage will 
process on each machine cell before finally moved to the 
assembly area. The execution of each component of these 
cells reduces the displacement distance of the components is 
done. In addition, this circular flow pattern also makes the 
floor production size is smaller and more regular material 
flow. 
V. CONCLUSION 
Alsintan factory designed by applying group technology 
layout has a circular flow pattern with 11 facilities. 
Designed facility consists of 10 room i.e. floor production, 
office, MFG storage, BO storage, warehouse, leader room, 
reception room, showroom, mosque, toilets and with 1 
parking space. Final layout measures 84 mx 52 m, this 
measurement can be implemented with the size of the land 
that owned by CV Citra Dragon with the size of 70 mx 100 
m.  
APPENDIX 
Appendix 1 shows some of the other products that have 
similar alsintan machines in the production process. 
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